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On behalf of US Lacrosse, thank you for your commitment to helping coaches and
ultimately young players all over the country improve their game. The task you have
taken on in becoming a Learn to Play Instructor is no small feat and you are to be
commended for it. It is because of outstanding individuals such as yourself that our great
game is one of the fastest growing sports in the United States.
This document provides you with a great deal of information in respect to how a clinic
is conducted and the content you will be asked to teach. You will find it easy to navigate
and full of helpful information as you begin your new journey as an Instructor. The goal
of this manual is to help Instructors provide a standardized Learn to Play curriculum, across
the nation. It is our sincere hope that one day the game of lacrosse will be coached and
played the same whether you are in Maryland, Maine, Alaska, or anywhere in between.
Please take the time to review the manual and feel free to make notes that will assist
you in sharing the mission and goals of US Lacrosse.
Sharing in your love of the game,
US Lacrosse
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About this Guide:

This document is designed to serve as a guide for instructors
delivering the Learn to Play clinic. Throughout the guide you will find
the Lesson Objective(s), Lesson Length, Drills, and Key Teaching
Points for each lesson and a few other tools to help you deliver a
successful clinic.

What is Learn to Play?

The US Lacrosse Learn to Play clinic is designed to provide
inexperienced coaches with the opportunity to learn the fundamental
skills and techniques required for playing lacrosse, help them
understand how to organize and run a practice, and give them a small
taste of what the full US Lacrosse Level 1 Clinic entails. This clinic
does not need to be exclusive to coaches. Instructors could very
easily adapt it for parents of players, program administrators, and
even use it as a new player recruitment tool!

Using this Guide:

The Learn to Play Instructor Guide is divided into 3 Sections to assist
the Instructor in delivering a great clinic. As you page through this
guide you will find the following sections:




Additional Resources:

Instructor Guide





Tips and Tricks – Information on helping you run a great clinic
and how to overcome common issues that arise during a
clinic.
Starting a Clinic – This section provides information about
setting up the day for success and safety.
Lesson Plans – These provide you with the specific goals and
strategies for helping coaches reach the objective of the clinic
and the individual lessons.
Learn to Play Clinic Workbook
US Lacrosse Level 1 Online Course
US Lacrosse Mobile Coach
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Background

US Lacrosse believes that the instructors who teach CEP content at
instructional clinics make or break the learning experience for the attendees.
As the face of the program at the local level, instructors are our greatest asset
and delivering a high quality presentation is of the utmost importance.

Pre-requisites for
Consideration of
Instructor
Candidates

A prospective instructor is an individual that has fully embraced the mission
and values of US Lacrosse and the CEP. Not only does an instructor talk the
talk, but they also walk the walk in their daily interactions with studentathletes, officials, and fellow coaches. As such the following qualifications
should be used in determining who might be a great candidate for becoming a
Learn to Play (LtP) Instructor.
A prospective LtP Instructor…
 Has completed and maintained a minimum of Level 1 US Lacrosse CEP
Certification.
 Is an excellent teacher of the game to student-athletes.
 Is comfortable delivering information thru both lecture and
demonstration formats.
 Possesses outstanding presentation skills that both engage and inform
the audience.
 Is enthusiastic about the mission and values of US Lacrosse and CEP.
 Can commit to delivering a minimum of 2 trainings per year.
 Takes time to hone their craft and seeks continual improvement in
their coaching skills.
 Seeks continual professional development.
 Is willing and able to work in a team environment.
 Understands that their role is to “teach coaches how to teach
athletes.”
 Adapts well to adverse situations.
 Can adjust their level of delivery to meet audience needs.
 Can infuse personal experiences with standardized curriculum.
 Is empathetic to the experiences of clinic attendees.

Summary

Instructor Guide

The previously noted qualifications are a brief summary of what identifies an
individual as a good candidate for being an instructor. Local leadership should
make every effort to research a candidate prior to inviting them into the
process. This can help to ensure that a candidate “walks the walk” with
respect to the mission and values of US Lacrosse, CEP, and the Chapter.
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Tips and
Tricks
Helpful tips for conducting a successful and engaging lesson.

Instructor Guide
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Instructor
Specific Goals in
the Training

Obviously there are many other objectives outlined in this clinic, however if you boil
it down to the lesson OBJECTIVES and focus your energies on reinforcing these ideas
throughout the clinic, you will have accomplished our major GOAL.
Teachable moments along the way can help you achieve your goal and objectives:
Don’t limit your thinking to just getting through each lesson verbatim.
We have seen Instructors weave in some great incidental, teachable moments to
reinforce the clinic objectives.
One Instructor set up a drill that had A LOT of people in both lines waiting their turn
to go. He stopped, and said, “Hey guys, wait! What is wrong with this drill?” and had
the coaches describe what they would do differently to make the drill more effective.
Another demonstrated the skills and afterward explained that how she explained the
skill was in the form of a teaching method called IDEA. She didn’t wait until they hit
the classroom to make the coaches aware of what she was teaching them beyond
basic skill execution.
A great instructor will keep these goals and objectives in mind in everything he or
she does. After a few clinics, these ideas become automatic, but in the meantime,
continue to make it your goal each time to improve your presentation.
In addition to improving, please have fun! If you are having fun, so is your audience.
Engaged learners retain more of what they see and hear, and that is another focus of
our clinics, to have coaches take away information. Remember, lacrosse is a game
and the ultimate goal is that everyone involved in the sport, coaches and players, has
a great time.

Personality in
the
Presentation

Don’t be afraid to add your own flair and creativity! Share the neat tips and tricks
you have learned which have made you a successful coach. If all lacrosse coaches
had the skills imparted in the clinic objectives, what an impact they would make on
their players! You as an instructor are in an exciting position to be able to help them
become outstanding coaches in addition to helping them become more proficient
with their lacrosse skills!

Instructor Objectives
Upon completion of this clinic…
 Coaches will be able to pass and catch
 Coaches will be able to scoop ground balls
 Coaches will be able to play Man to Man defense
 Coaches will be able to run a basic offense
 Coaches will understand the basic rules of the game
An additional benefit of the Learn to Play clinic is that coaches will experience the hands on
application of the US Lacrosse Level 1 clinic. The instructors will “act” as coaches for the day and
participants will be the “players.” This type of clinic should also demonstrate to coaches how they can
run a well-organized and meaningful practice structure, utilizing the techniques shown in a US Lacrosse
Level 1 CEP Instructional Clinic.

Instructor Guide
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The 4 P’s of Training

Preparation
 Make sure you audience knows what they are in for…get them ready!
Presentation
 Use effective teaching methods and best practices for learning
Practice
 Give your students plenty of chances to “try it out”
Performance
 Evaluate your audience and let them show you they have learned the
skill

Keys to being an
Effective Coaching
Educator:

Connect with the coaches
Show a genuine enthusiasm for the task at hand and the profession of
coaching.
Be practical
Share the things that make it easier to coach every day and that are
applicable immediately.
Adjust to your audience
Know the level of your audience and adapt accordingly. You know you have
a standardized curriculum, however flexing with the needs of the audience
will make the training even more effective.

Note: The biggest obstacles cited by seasoned coaching educators:
Know your audience, getting an accurate read on them, and getting
buy-in from people who “have to be there.”
Pre-Clinic Checklist

Instructor Guide

At least 1 week prior to the clinic communicate with your partner and the
host to ensure that the following are available:
 Sticks – Who is supplying them?
 Balls – either tennis balls or “pinkie” type soft balls
 Goals – minimum of 1 needed
 Cones
 Reversible Jerseys/Pinnies
 Field or Gym Space
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Bag of Tricks: Scott A. Biron, USL National CEP Trainer
How to deal with MIXED
EXPERIENCES in coaches
present?

This is a fun one to handle. First make sure you know this from the start
and just don’t find this out as you begin your presentation. Ask up front.
“How many of you are experts (that always gets a laugh and a few hands)?”
How many have more than 3 years coaching lacrosse? No experience? Or
whatever other breakdowns you need to get a handle on the crowd.
State right up front that what you will do and demonstrate can go across
the board. From newbie to advance players. Make sure that in the drills
you show or the skills you demonstrate that you explain them this way, with
beginners you can introduce it this way, and with advanced players you can
add this component to make it more challenging.
Many of the new drills that are connected with the US Lacrosse’s on-line
course are written this way. Use them as an example

How do you handle the 2
or 3 people in your
workshop that spend
their time TALKING to
each other or on the cell
phone?

I love this issue also……….most presenters end up spending a lot of their
time focused on these off task people. They keep checking to see if they are
off the cell phone or if they have ended their little chat session. What they
don’t realize is that they start to take their eye off what they should be
doing and they begin to lose the audience that really is there to learn from
them.
What has worked for me is that I crank up my presentation and really focus
on the group that is on task and interested. My audience interaction level
goes way up and usually what happens is that the off-task people see that
everyone else is getting something they are not and they quickly join the
group. One other thing that can work is that as the presenter you move
toward these people and do your presentation from there. This brings
attention to them and they usually stop because they most often don’t
want attention from the group. I had a woman on a cell phone during a
coach’s clinic of about 60 people. I just moved my position of where I was
speaking from to right next to her. Off the phone she went. Later she was
back on and I started moving in that direction, she looked up and bingo off
the phone she went.
Naturally if the off task group begins to be disruptive then during a break
you might need to say that if you have an important call could you take it
outside the room. You will get creative once you have experienced this
situation a few times.

Instructor Guide
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How do you handle the
EXPERT that needs to
share with you and the
group, their way of doing
what you are
instructing?

Well this is one of the more challenging areas of teaching. If you allow the
pattern of someone chirping in after everything you discuss you will end up
with a 6 day workshop. You also don’t want to nip your crowd participation
by not allowing anyone to share their ideas.
So………..usually you can tell when you have someone who wants time on
the soap box when they start to tell everyone what their resume is. “I’ve
coached for 30 years and have 65 girls playing at the high school level and I
played college lax” Red Flag! Listen to this person once then end it. They
will drive you nuts and confuse the other attendees. These people always
want to show their method or tell their story and for many of workshop
attendees the US Lacrosse way will be challenging to absorb. So you need
to take the focus off the self-appointed expert!
My strategy on this is to meet the issue head on by taking this approach. I
might say, “you have some great ideas and they seem to have worked for
you, plus you have a tremendous background in coaching. As a presenter I
need to get through all this curriculum today and it is really tight fitting it in
to the 6 hours. Maybe you could jot down your ideas and we could discuss
them at the end if we have time. Or you could email them to me (make
them work) and I could see if maybe in my next presentation I could use
some of them.”
Most often this person wants everyone in the room to know that they are
there and that they have some understanding of coaching. Don’t challenge
them, argue with them, or let them take the floor. Just stick to the…..”I’ve
got to get through all this and I need your help to let me stay on track.”

How to handle too much
NOISE or OUTSIDE
DISTRACTIONS?

One method is to explain to the group that coaching is touch and getting
players attention is really tough at the young ages. Let your group know
that the guy cutting the grass on the next field might just be doing it at one
of their practices. Show them that this is what they might be up against.
Move the group around so that you see the distraction and they don’t.
Keep moving around when you speak and demonstrate. That often
minimizes the distraction and puts the focus on you.

But the room is way TOO
SMALL for the 50 people
that showed up and you
only have 25 sticks.

Instructor Guide

Think back to when you were in physical education class. Remember how
the teacher broke you up in groups. Usually they had you count off in 2’s,
3’s or 4’s. Count them off or assign them numbers and then when you
instruct you can say the 2 and 4’s are demonstrating this drill the 1 and 3’s
are the error detection/coach’s. Mix it up, the crowd will love it.
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What if the group
WASTES TIME
transitioning from one
drill or demonstration to
another?

There are lots of times that this will chew up loads of your time. One way
around this is to set up 3 or 4 drills or stations for demonstrations during
the breaks and in different locations on the field or gym. Use cones, tape
on the floor, extra balls whatever you might need to help you out and you
will see that this speeds up the whole presentation

What do I do if the group
comes back from breaks
way too LATE?

Simple, if you are giving them a 5 minute break from 8:00 to 8:05 stop and
say…………OK 6 minute break I need you all back ready to go at 8:06. Or be
back a 2:17. That usually works. They say “2:17, then I better get back in
the gym by 2:15 so I’m ready.” Trust me on this it will work!

Instructor Guide
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Starting a
Clinic
This module describes how to properly begin a clinic. The information
that you will find here is important to starting the clinic on the right foot,
with the right information.

Instructor Guide
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Holding a Safe Clinic
Description

As the Instructor, you are responsible for creating an environment that
minimizes risk to attendees. Please use this portion of the manual to guide
your “Safe" practices as you instruct and organize at the clinics.

Overview of Insurance

US Lacrosse Chapters may mandate membership for this clinic; thereby the
clinic and those attending are covered through US Lacrosse insurance by
Bollinger (www.bollingerlax.com). By mandating membership, it also
allows for a certificate of insurance to be issued, which many sites require
before allowing use of their facility. Membership checks, certificates of
insurance, etc. are all handled by the site/clinic coordinator. It’s always a
good idea to communicate with the host and confirm that there is insurance
in the event of an accident.

Minimizing Risk

At the clinic, there are several things that you can do to minimize risk, and
below are some main points to follow:

Step
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Instructor Guide

Description
Only use the soft “pinkee” type balls or tennis balls for this clinic.
This clinic is non-contact. At no point should checking of the body or sticks be
permitted in any fashion.
Know the cell phone number of the site coordinator and ask that a first aid kit is
available in the area of activity along with a small supply of ice and bags
Do not set up drills where coaches will be standing behind or beside the goal or in
the direct path of balls when activity is occurring. Remember to ask yourself, “If
that person misses the ball entirely, who will it hit?”
Adapt your instruction if your space is limited or you have too many people to
safely run demonstrations. Break into groups or take turns
USE GOOD JUDGEMENT!
Observe your surroundings, think through the way you do things
Dialogue verbally about the safety measures you are taking as this models for the
coaches how they need to conduct their practices as well
If someone should be injured on site, please let the site coordinator know at
once. The site coordinator will have instructions on filling out an incident report
form that gets submitted after the clinic.
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Assessing your Audience
Description

The following information will help to guide you as you develop the correct
relationship with your audience before you lead them through a successful
LtP clinic.

Overview

In order to present effectively, you have to persuade listeners to listen. To
do this, you must learn or keep in mind who you are presenting the
information to, and how they will use that information.

Who is your audience?

Who Is Your Audience?
Information You Know: Your audience is a group of lacrosse coaches with a
basic need for fundamental skill development. The coaches in front of you
expect the basics of the game and to be able to participate in activities.
Information You Do Not Know: You do not know the knowledge base of
the coaches, their experiences, the level of play they coach, their schedule
for the weekend, and how much sleep they got the night before.
Tips On Your Audience





It is always advisable to discover all you can about your audience
before you address them. The more you know, the more accurately
you can tailor your approach.
If you are talking with experts in a field, your level of sophistication
will be greater than to a lay audience. If it consists of people already
interested in the subject matter, you do not have to begin by
convincing them that this is worth hearing, while other groups
might require you to pique their interest. People who have paid to
hear you can be handled differently than those whose jobs
required them to give up free time to come.
You should not limit your advance preparation to estimating the
knowledge base of your listeners. You should assess their mood
and their physical state. The more you know, the more you can
prepare and factor in your knowledge to make your presentation be
all it can.

Talk with your audience before the clinic and get to know all the
information you can, about who they are, what they are, and what they
expect to learn.

Instructor Guide
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How to Deliver

Use the following topics from the book “Great Communication Secrets of
Great Leaders” to kick off your clinic on the right foot with your audience.
1. Empathize: Let your audience know that you’re here for them,
with them, and want to teach them.
2. Remind the Audience of the Shared Experience: Remind the
coaches of why they are here – (Become a better coach, Become
a better member of the lax community).
3. Deliver the Message: Tell them what you will tell them, then
deliver the information you promise to deliver.
Open the Door to Compromise: be willing to adjust your delivery based
on how your audience responds. Feel free to ask questions of your
audience as you go through the clinic.

Clinic Schedule
Lesson
Introduction
Dynamic Stretching
Scooping
Cradling (split gender game if able)
Stick Protection
Dodging
Catching (split gender game if able)
Passing (split gender game if able)
Shooting (split gender game if able)
Individual Defense (split gender game if able)
Team Offense
Team Defense
Co-Ed Scrimmage
Check Out/ Final Q&A

Start
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Stop
1:15
1:30
1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00

Total
:15
:15
:15
:10
:10
:10
:10
:10
:10
:15
:15
:15
:15
:15

Lead Instructor

Total Clinic Length 3hr 00min

Instructor Guide
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Lesson
Plans
The following pages are cheat sheets to assist you in the delivery of field
sessions. Feel free to add your own drills and flair, while maintaining the
integrity of the curriculum.

Instructor Guide
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Lesson

Introduction

Definition

This is a time for the Instructor to build a sense of community with the attendees.
A brief biography detailing your lacrosse experience along with how you can relate
to their situation is best. They want to know you’ve been where they are and that
you can relate to the challenges they are faced with.

Objective

Upon completion of this lesson the attendees will:
 Know who their instructor is
 Be able to understand how the instructor can empathize with their
situation
 Know what the purpose of the clinic is

Length of Lesson

15 minutes

How to Teach the
Skill









Key Points





Introduce yourself and provide a brief bio that gives them the ability to connect
with you.
Ex: “Good Morning, my name is ________________ and I am a US Lacrosse
________ Chapter Learn to Play Instructor. I have been involved in coaching
lacrosse for _____ years and have worked with athletes of all skill levels and
abilities. I currently coach at _____________ as the ________________. When I
started coaching, I had many challenges that you are probably experiencing, such
as:_______________________. My goal for today is to help you become more
comfortable with the skills and techniques needed to play the game and give you a
few tools to take away to make coaching your athletes an even more effective
experience. No matter what your personal experience level is, I challenge you to
keep an open mind and if you do I have no doubt that you will be able to take
something out of today to help you with your athletes.”
Let partner(s) do their introduction
Review the purpose of the Learn to Play Clinic
Ex: “Today you are at a Learn to Play Clinic. Over the next few hours we will be
focusing on developing your lacrosse skills, with a little bit of coaching
methodology snuck in. While we want you to learn some techniques for being a
more effective coach, our number one goal is to give you confidence in your
lacrosse skills. This is a participation based clinic and you will get the most out of it
by actively engaging in the drills and activities we’ll run through. If for some
reason you cannot physically participate, please feel free to step out of a drill and
observe. This is a co-ed clinic, and we will be working together for most of the day.
There will be a few times where the Women’s Game or Men’s Game Instructor will
step in and talk about specific skills or techniques that apply to the unique part of
their game. Remember Lacrosse is one sport, but two different games!”

Co-ed, Participation based clinic
“I was where you are”
We’re in this together to provide a better experience for athletes

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Lesson

Dynamic Stretching

Definition

There has been a tremendous amount of research done in the area of pre-activity
preparation. Currently, the general consensus is that an active or “Dynamic” type
of stretching is best for preparing the body for physical activity. There is still a
place for the traditional “static” or stationary stretching, but that is best used once
the body has been thoroughly engaged and all the muscles are loose.

Objective

Upon completion of this lesson the participant will:
 Know a basic dynamic stretching routine
 Be prepared for the physical participation in the clinic
 Understand the difference between Dynamic and Static stretching

Length of Lesson

15 minutes

How to Teach the
skill

Discuss the value of Dynamic stretching and its’ role in comparison to Static
stretching.
The following stretching routine should be performed by attendees and led by the
Instructor:
 Ankle Pops - 2x (5-10yds) – looks like a quick skipping motion.
 High knees – 2x (5-10yds) – basic running form while bringing the knees up
higher than normal (ideally above the waistline).
 Butt Kickers – 2x (5-10yds) – thighs kept perpendicular to the ground and
feet “kick” up towards the backside.
 Knee Hugs – 2x (5-10yds) – walk forward, pulling knee up to the chest with
the arms
 Pointers – 2x (5-10yds) – walk forward, alternately bending at the waist
trying to touch the left foot with the right hand and vice-versa.
 Low Lunge – 2x (5-10yds) – step forward with left leg into a lunge position.
Right knee should almost touch the ground. Stand back up and repeat on
the opposite leg
 Carioca – 2x (5-10yds) - moving laterally to the left, the athlete crosses the
right foot in front of the left foot, then step with the left foot and cross the
right foot behind the left. Repeat this pattern.

Key Points

Dynamic stretching is essential for injury prevention
Static stretching is best used for increasing flexibility/range of motion after activity

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Lesson

Scooping

Definition

Scooping is the act of picking a loose (unpossessed) ball up off of the ground, and gaining
control of it. By properly learning how to scoop a ground ball, a player puts his or her team
at a distinct advantage and can create scoring opportunities.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Properly and effectively scoop a ball off the ground
 Understand how to teach a player to scoop a ball off the ground
 Use progression of drills to match the skill of their player(s)
 Apply the IDEA method of teaching to other skills.

Length of Lesson

15 Minutes
 (5) Teaching the skill to participants (Utilizing Level 1 Theme)
 (10) Practicing the skill using 2 or more of the suggested drills

How to Teach the
Skill






Level 1 Theme

Place a ball on the ground.
Participant walks up to the ball, bend at the knees to pick it up all the while
continuing to move forward.
Add a stick approximately 8” behind the ball
Have participant walk up to the stick, bend at the knees to pick it up, and while
they are in the crouch position continue through forward motion and pick up the
ball using the stick.

IDEA Method
 Introduce the skill
 Demonstrate how to perform it
 Explain the process
 Attend to participants practicing the skill

Suggested Drill(s)

Beginner
Have 1, Need 1

Intermediate
2v1, 3v2 Ground Balls

Advanced
Canadian 2v2 Ground Balls

1v0, 1v1 Ground Balls
Pirate Ship
Key Teaching Points





Body must be low – “Bend at the knees and waist.”
Scoop through the ball with a shoveling motion.
Use the body to protect the stick during the scoop and after gaining possession of
the ball.

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Lesson

Cradling (Men’s Game)

Definition

The skill elements of cradling are essential to effectively playing the game of lacrosse.
Cradling is used to keep the ball in the stick while running, as well as when moving the stick
to protect it from a defender.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Maintain possession of the ball in the stick using proper cradling technique while
moving in any given direction at speed.

Length of Lesson

10 minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

The skills in this lesson is taught in the following order:
 Ball is held in the hand with the arm in a vertical position. Player rocks arm back
and forth to create the centrifugal force to keep the ball in their hand. This will
help with understanding the motion needed once a stick is added.
 Player gets down on one knee, holds stick in one hand (same hand as the knee
that is down) with the butt end on the ground and brings the stick from the “box”
area to the front of their face.
 Add the bottom hand to the stick by making an “OK sign with the thumb and index
finger around the shaft of the stick. Emphasize that the bottom hand is used for
control, while the top hand performs the cradling motion.
 Have players switch hands while on one knee (they must also switch the knee that
is down). This method helps them keep the stick close to their body and under
control while performing the switch.
 Stand all the players up and practice the 1 handed and 2 handed cradle. Have
them switch hands while cradling.

Level 1 Theme

Skill Breakdown – Taking a complex full body skill and teaching the parts in a systematic
manner to eventually build up to the whole skill
 Emphasize the “1,2,3 technique” - 1 handed cradle, 2 handed cradle, Triple Threat
Position.

Drill Progression

Beginner



Key Teaching Points

Stationary Cradling
Walk forward
10yds then turn,
switch hands, and
return to starting
point.

Slow and Smooth
Cradling is a slow and
smooth movement that
“sets” the ball in the
pocket of the stick,
while a player is in
motion.

Intermediate



Jog thru a maze of cones
while cradling.
Weave thru a line of
players, switching hands
to keep the stick on the
opposite side of the body
from the other players
Hello, Goodbye

Say hello to the ball when
bringing the stick in front of
the face and goodbye to it
when returning it to the box
position

Advanced


Demonstrate and have
players attempt various
stick tricks involving
cradling (ie: 1 handed
inverted cradle, behind
the back pass fakes,
forward pass and/or shot
fakes)
Triple Threat Positon

Stick is held in the box area
near the shoulder to make a
player dangerous, as he can
pass, shoot, or dodge with the
stick in this position

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Cradling (Women’s Game)

Definition

The skill elements of cradling are essential to effectively playing the game of lacrosse.
Cradling is used to keep the ball in the stick while running, as well as when moving the stick
to protect it from a defender.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Maintain possession of the ball in the stick using proper cradling technique while
moving in any given direction at speed.

Length of Lesson

10 minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

The skills in this lesson is taught in the following order:
 Ball is held in the hand with the arm in a vertical position. Player rocks arm back
and forth to create the centrifugal force to keep the ball in their hand. This will
help with understanding the motion needed once a stick is added.
 Player gets down on one knee, holds stick in one hand (same hand as the knee
that is down) and brings the stick from the “box” area to the front of their face.
 Add the bottom hand to the stick. Show that some players will choose to use a
bottom hand cradle. Neither the top or bottom hand cradle is incorrect. What
works to keep the ball in the pocket of the stick is what is best.
 Have players switch hands while on one knee (they must also switch the knee that
is down). This method helps them keep the stick close to their body and under
control while performing the switch.
 Stand all the players up and practice the 1 handed and 2 handed cradle. Have
them switch hands while cradling.

Level 1 Theme

Skill Breakdown – Taking a complex full body skill and teaching the parts in a systematic
manner to eventually build up to the whole skill
 Emphasize the “1,2,3 technique” - 1 handed cradle, 2 handed cradle, Triple Threat
Position.

Drill Progression

Beginner
Stationary Cradling
Walk forward 10yds then
turn, switch hands, and
return to starting point.

Key Teaching Points

Slow and Smooth
Cradling is a slow and
smooth movement that
“sets” the ball in the pocket
of the stick, while a player is
in motion.

Intermediate
Jog thru a maze of cones
while cradling.
Weave thru a line of players,
switching hands to keep the
stick on the opposite side of
the body from the other
players
Hello, Goodbye
Say hello to the ball when
bringing the stick in front of
the face and goodbye to it
when returning it to the box
position

Advanced
Demonstrate and have
players attempt various stick
tricks involving cradling (ie:
1 handed inverted cradle,
behind the back pass fakes,
forward pass and/or shot
fakes)
Triple Threat Positon
Stick is held in the box area
near the shoulder to make a
player dangerous, as she can
pass, shoot, or dodge with
the stick in this position

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Stick Protection

Definition

The skill elements of Stick Protection are essential to effectively playing the game of
lacrosse. Stick protection is used to keep the ball and stick away from a the defender and
permits the ball carrier to advance down the field with less threat of losing possession of
the ball.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Maintain possession of the ball in the stick using proper stick protection
technique.

Length of Lesson

10 minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

The skills in this lesson are taught in the following order:
 See drill progression below.

Level 1 Theme

Skill Breakdown – taking a complex full body skill and breaking it down to its’ simplest
parts.
 Feet – The feet must move to keep the body in between the ball and defender.
 Body – Use the shoulders to protect the stick and ball from the defender.
 Arms – The arms are brought across the body to the opposite side the defender is
on.
 Hands – Hands maintain the cradle while protecting the stick.

Drill Progression

Beginner
Stationary Positioning: Have
player hold a ball in one
hand with a mock defender
covering them. Ball carrier
positions themself so they
have both shoulders
between the defender and
the ball.

Key Teaching Points

Shoulder, Shoulder, Stick
To properly protect the stick and ball from a defender, a ball carrier must always keep both
shoulders in-between the defender and the ball.

Intermediate
Nail Drill – Ball carrier holds
stick with a ball in the
pocket and must keep one
foot as a pivot foot.
Defender moves in any
direction around the ball
carrier and the ball carrier
must rotate to keep
shoulder, shoulder, stick
positioning.

Advanced
Pinnie Tag – All players tuck
a pinnie into their waistband
on one side of their body.
On the coach’s whistle they
must try and capture as
many of the other players’
pinnies as possible. If a
player loses their pinnie,
they are out. Game goes on
for either a set amount of
time or until there is only
one player left with a pinnie
in their waistband.

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Dodging

Definition

The skill elements used in dodging are essential to effectively evading defenders. Great
dodging creates situations that are advantageous for the offensive attack.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Evade defenders while advancing down the field in an offensive attack.

Length of Lesson

10 Minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

The skills in this lesson should be taught in the following order:
 Footwork – Line players up in rows with a cone in front of them. Instructor at
front of the class demonstrates the footwork for a right handed face dodge.
(“PLANT” right foot at the cone, “STEP” to left with the left foot, “SWING” the right
foot around the cone, come back to square). Repeat 5x while co-instructor(s) walk
through the team and error detect and correct.
 Body Movements – add the concept of rotating the upper body to incorporate
shoulder, shoulder, stick protection while the dodger steps around the cone. The
dodger’s back should be facing the cone when they execute the “step around.”
 Arm Movements – Without a stick have the dodger raise their hands as if they
were in triple threat positioning. If executing a right handed face dodge, Have the
dodger “PUNCH” their right hand from their right side, across their own face to
their left shoulder while their left hand moves to their left “POCKET.” This
movement should happen while the shoulders are rotating.
 Hand Control – Practice using a slight wrist cradle to hold the ball in the pocket
once the hands have moved across the dodger’s face.
**Switch to a left handed Face Dodge and repeat the process.

Level 1 Theme

Progression – building a complex whole body skill by breaking it down into smaller parts
and ensuring each are mastered before adding the next layer of complexity.

Suggested Drill(s)

Beginner
Dodge a cone or stationary
defender

Key Teaching
Point(s)

Feet
Plant, Step, Swing

Intermediate
Controlled 1v1, defender
allows dodger to get after a
certain location is reached.

Advanced
Live 1v1 from multiple
points around the goal.

Body
Shoulder, Shoulder, Stick

Arms/Hands
Punch and Pocket

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Catching

Definition

Catching is the act of receiving a thrown ball into the stick and controlling it.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Successfully execute the skills of catching

Length of Lesson

10 Minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

Begin the lesson by reviewing the “box” area discussed in stick protection and dodging.
Inform the players that this is also the same area where they will want to catch passes that
are thrown to them and that by having the stick in the “box” they are providing a viable
“TARGET” for the passer.
As the ball comes towards their stick, they should act as though they are “CATCHING
WATER” and gently receive the ball into the pocket. This is accomplished by allowing the
stick to absorb the momentum of the ball by gently giving with the wrists as the ball enters
the stick’s pocket. They should allow the ball to come to them and not reach or bat their
stick towards the ball, as this can lead to the ball rebounding out of the pocket.
Once the ball is caught, the player must “CONTROL” the ball by giving a quick cradle with
the wrists. This will secure the ball in the pocket and allow the player to pass, dodge, or
shoot nearly immediately after receiving the pass.
**Switch to a left handed catch and repeat the process.

Level 1 Theme

Error Detection and Correction
 Pick one correction at a time to have an athlete work on
 Keep feedback positive and honest

Suggested Drill(s)

Beginner
Coach tosses a ball by hand
to a player holding the stick
in the “box” area.
Coach passes a ball to the
player holding the stick in
the box area.
Wall Ball

Intermediate
JL Drill – two player line up
side by side on a line. One
player without a ball runs
out about 10yds. Then turns
and receives a tossed ball or
pass from partner and runs
back to line. Player that
started with the ball now
runs out and receives a pass.

Advanced
3 Player Weave (if passing skills allow)
Over the Shoulder Catching
Bad Pass Drill

Stationary Partner Passing
Key Teaching Points

Target
The stick is up and in the
“box” area of the player’s
body.

Catch Water
If the hands and stick are
too rigid, the “water” would
splash everywhere. Hands
and wrists should be loose
to absorb the momentum of
the ball as it enters the stick
pocket.

Control the Ball
Incorporate a quick cradle
after catching the ball to
secure it in the stick’s
pocket.

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Passing

Definition

Passing is the act of moving the ball from one player to another by propelling it in the air
with one’s stick.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Successfully complete a pass to a partner.

Length of Lesson

10 Minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

(Right Hand Passing) Have the players line up without their sticks in rows with plenty of
space between them. All should have their feet pointed 90 degrees to the instructor at the
front of the group. Their right arm should be the farthest away from the instructor. They
will extend both arms , away from their front shoulder. On the instructor’s signal, the left
foot “STEPS” towards their target with their toes pointing at the target. The left arm
“PULLS” forward with their left hand ending up on their left hip. The right arm will
“PUNCH” forward, ending up pointing at the instructor. Repeat this 5x while coninstructors error detect and correct the mechanics.
Participants will now pick up their sticks and repeat the process. Just before the “PUNCH”
completes, the player must “SNAP” their wrist over so the face of the pocket is facing the
ground. Repeat this 5x while co-instructors error detect and correct the mechanics.
**Switch to a left handed pass and repeat the process.

Level 1 Theme

Progression – building a complex whole body skill by breaking it down into smaller parts
and ensuring each are mastered before adding the next layer of complexity.

Suggested Drills

Beginner
Form Passing (see description above)
One Hand Wall Ball
Stationary Partner Passing
Triangle Passing

Key Teaching Points

Step
Step with the lead
foot into the
direction you are
passing.

Intermediate
JL Drill – two player line up
side by side on a line. One
player without a ball runs
out about 10yds. Then turns
and receives a tossed ball or
pass from partner. And runs
back to line. Player that
started with the ball now
runs out and receives a pass.

Pull
Pull the bottom hand
towards its’ same
side hip.

Advanced
3 Player Weave
Over the Shoulder Catching

Punch
Punch the top hand
towards the target to
provide momentum
to the ball.

Snap
Snap the wrist to
release the ball
from the pocket
and towards the
target.

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Shooting

Definition

Shooting is the act of propelling the ball in the air with one’s stick, with the intent to score
a goal.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Successfully shoot a ball on goal.

Length of Lesson

10 Minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

(Right Hand Shooting) Have the players line up without their sticks in rows with plenty of
space between them. All should have their feet should pointed 90 degrees to the
instructor at the front of the group. Their right arm should be the farthest away from the
instructor. They will extend both arms , away from their front shoulder. On the
instructor’s signal, the left foot “STEPS” towards their target with their toes pointing at the
target. The left arm “PULLS” forward with their left hand ending up on their left hip. The
right arm will “PUNCH” forward, ending up pointing at the instructor. Repeat this 5x while
con-instructors error detect and correct the mechanics.
Participants will now pick up their sticks and repeat the process. Just before the “PUNCH”
completes, the player must “SNAP” their wrist over so the face of the pocket is facing the
ground. The push/punch snap movement should result in an audible “Whoosh” sound.
Encourage player the “Hear the Whoosh!” when they’re shooting. Repeat this 5x while coinstructors error detect and correct the mechanics.
**Switch to a left handed shot and repeat the process.

Level 1 Theme

Progression – building a complex whole body skill by breaking it down into smaller parts
and ensuring each are mastered before adding the next layer of complexity.

Suggested Drills

Beginner
Form Shooting (see
description above)
Longest Throw - Start close
to the goal and allow players
to shoot. Gradually move
them back further and
further. This will get them
using correct shooting
mechanics, as they figure
out how to make the ball go
as far as they can without
the ball falling out of the
stick.

Key Teaching Points

Pull
Pull the bottom
hand towards its’
same side hip.

Intermediate
Shooting on the Run: Line
players up on one side of
the goal. Have them run
across the front of the goal
and shoot the ball while
they are within imaginary
lines extending up from the
crease/goal circle. Their last
step before releasing the
shot should always be
towards the goal.

Punch
Punch the top hand
towards the target
to provide
momentum to the
ball.

Snap
Snap the wrist to
release the ball from
the pocket and
towards the target.

Advanced

Whoosh
Hear the whoosh!

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Individual Defense (Men’s Game)

Definition

Individual defense is the skill of being a great on and off ball defender. It requires players to use solid positioning
and checks when appropriate.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:

Successfully approach an oncoming attacker

Correctly position themselves when on and off ball

Understand how checks can be used to deter an attacker from passing or shooting

Length of Lesson

15 Minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

The skills in this lesson should be taught in the following order:

Stance
1. Players are instructed to take something away. If they set up “squared” to a dodger, the dodger
can choose which way they want to go. By stepping to either side of the dodger, and angling their toes
towards a diagonal corner of the field, the dodger is forced to go to one side.
2. The players should be in an athletic stance, with their knees bent and their weight evenly distributed
on the balls of their feet. This allows them to effectively move in any direction in a reaction to the
dodger’s movements. Telling them to “Bend your ankles” is an easy way to get the player into the
correct position.

Stick Positioning – when not in contact with a dodging attacker, the stick should be up and in the
passing lanes. If in contact with a dodging attacker, the stick should be horizontal with the defenders
butt end hand on the dodgers hip and their top hand on the dodgers downfield shoulder. This will
effectively turn the dodger away from the center of the field forcing them to roll away from the goal
and not provide them with an opportunity to pass into the critical scoring area in front of the goal.
Hands may contact the dodger’s body, but the defender may not use the shaft of the stick to redirect
the dodger (cross-checking).



Level 1 Theme

Checking – Checking at any level of play should be used sparingly. With today’s stick technology,
checking is more about disruption than it is about creating turnovers. Effective checks to use for this
purpose are the POKE check and the LIFT check. Both of these frequently require the attacker being
checked to take one hand off of their stick and go into a one handed, shoulder-shoulder-stick
protection position, which makes it extremely difficult to pass or shoot.

Skill Breakdown – Taking a complex full body skill and teaching the parts in a systematic manner to eventually
build up to the whole skill

Feet – what do the feet need to do?

Body – How does a player use their body?

Arms – How are the arms incorporated into the skill?


Suggested Drill(s)

Hands – What does a player do with their hands in the skill?

Stance

Approach Drill - Player starts 5yds.
away from an attacker, runs
towards them and breaks down
into position keeps the stick in an
imaginary passing lane during the
approach.

Forcing Box –without a stick, the
defender must prevent an attacker
from reaching a predetermined
corner at the opposite end of a 5yd
x 5yd box.

Forcing Box –with a stick, the
defender must prevent an attacker
from reaching a predetermined
corner at the opposite end of a 5yd
x 5yd box.

Live 1v1

Live 1v1

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced
Key Teaching Points

Instructor Guide

Stick Positioning

Approach Drill – Player starts 5yds.
away from an attacker, runs
towards them and breaks down
into position w/o a stick.

Stance
Take something away and bend
your ankles.

Stick Positioning
Between 11 and 1 on a clock unless
scooping a loose ball

Checking (Men’s Game)
Approach Drill - Player starts 5yds.
away from an attacker, runs
towards them and breaks down
into position keeps the stick in an
imaginary passing lane during the
approach, then delivers a check to
a gloved bottom hand of the
attacker or other target the coach
determines.
Forcing Box –with a stick, the
defender must prevent an attacker
from reaching a predetermined
corner at the opposite end of a 5yd
x 5yd box and can try and use legal
checks to take the ball from an
attacker.
Live 1v1
Checking (Men’s Game)
Poke and Lift
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Individual Defense (Women’s Game)

Definition

Individual defense is the skill of being a great on and off ball defender. It requires players
to use solid positioning and redirecting an attacking dodger.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:
 Successfully approach an oncoming attacker
 Correctly position themselves when on and off ball

Correctly redirect an attacking dodger

Length of Lesson

15 Minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

The skills in this lesson should be taught in the following order:
 Stance
1. Players are instructed to take something away. If they set up “squared” to a
dodger, the dodger can choose which way they want to go. By stepping to either
side of the dodger, and angling their toes towards a diagonal corner of the field,
the dodger is forced to go to one side.
2. The players should be in an athletic stance, with their knees bent and their
weight evenly distributed on the balls of their feet. This allows them to effectively
move in any direction in a reaction to the dodger’s movements. Telling them to
“Bend your ankles” is an easy way to get the player into the correct position.
3. Defenders should imagine they are holding a basketball between their body
and their hands. The defender is entitled to this space and may maintain it while
playing a dodger. A defender may not extend her arms outward (push) a dodger
to redirect her. She may use her forearm against a dodgers body to redirect or
prevent the dodger from moving past her.

Stick Positioning – when not in contact with a dodging attacker, the stick should be
up and in the passing lanes. Preferably between 11 and 1 on a clock. If in contact
with a dodging attacker, the stick should remain vertical.

Suggested Drill(s)

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Key Teaching Points

Stance

Approach Drill – Player starts 5yds. away
from an attacker, runs towards them and
breaks down into position w/o a stick.

Forcing Box –without a stick, the defender
must prevent an attacker from reaching a
predetermined corner at the opposite end
of a 5yd x 5yd box.
Live 1v1

Stick Positioning

Approach Drill - Player starts 5yds. away
from an attacker, runs towards them and
breaks down into position keeps the stick in
an imaginary passing lane during the
approach.
Forcing Box –with a stick, the defender must
prevent an attacker from reaching a
predetermined corner at the opposite end
of a 5yd x 5yd box.
Live 1v1

Stance

Stick Positioning

Take something away and bend your ankles.

Between 11 and 1 on a clock unless
scooping a loose ball.

My Notes

Instructor Guide
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Team Offense (General Concepts)

Definition

Team Offense is the skill of using ones’ teammates to attempt to advance the ball down the
field and ultimately into their opponents goal.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:

Successfully utilize teammates to advance the ball towards the goal.

Length of Lesson

15 Minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

The general concept of Team Offense is motion away from the ball to keep the field
balanced. Players must learn to support the ball carrier at all times by being a potential
outlet pass to the ball carriers immediate right or left side. Use the drill progression below
to teach the basics of Team Offense.

Suggested Drill(s)

Key Teaching Points

Drill Diagrams

Instructor Guide

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

4 Corners: Using a 10yd x
10yd box, and a player
positioned at 3 of the 4
corners. On the coaches
signal the player with the
ball may make a pass to an
adjacent player. The off ball
player who did not receive
the initial pass must rotate
to be adjacent to the ball.
Every time the ball moves
there must be a pass
immediately adjacent to the
left and right of the receiver.
Passes thru the middle of
the box are not permitted.

Diamond Drill: Using the
same box as before, place a
goal in the middle of the
box, so that 1 corner is in
front of the goal, 2 are even
with the goal line and 1 is
behind the goal. Players
must now work to move the
ball thru the corner behind
the goal to create a scoring
opportunity for one of the
two players even with the
goal line. Ideally, the pass
from behind the goal to a
wing player is delivered
while the player is still in
motion to their spot.

Diamond Drill: Use the
same setup as the
Intermediate version of this
drill, but now permit cutters
though the middle of the
box towards the ball. If the
cutter does not receive a
pass they must find the
correct spot to go to. They
must also communicate
with the other off ball player
so that there are not 2
cutters at the same time.
The player with the ball may
also run to another cone,
forcing the off ball players
to react accordingly.

With Ball
Eyes Up – always looking for a potential
outlet to pass it to.
4 Corners

Without Ball
See the ball – know where the ball is and
react to where it goes, no matter how it
gets there.
Diamond Drill
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Team Defense (General Concepts)

Definition

Team Defense is the skill of using ones’ teammates to deny an advancement of the ball
down the field and ultimately into the goal.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson, attendees will be able to do the following:

Successfully support teammates in denying advancement of the ball towards the
goal.

Length of Lesson

15 Minutes

How to Teach the
Skill

The general concept of Team Defense is to support the on-ball defender at all times by
being in a position to help the immediate right or left side of the on-ball defender. Use the
drill progression below to teach the basics of Team Defense.

Suggested Drill(s)

Beginner
3v2 Box – This drill runs
much like the 4 Corners drill
for Team Offense, only now
we add two defenders into
the middle of the box. One
defender should always
have the ball and the other
is responsible for moving to
the pass. The former on-ball
defender must recover to
the middle and be ready to
move to the next pass. At
no time should a defender
“chase” the pass.

Key Teaching Points

On Ball Role
Take Something Away – Force the
offense to pass the ball where you want
them to pass it.

Drill Diagrams

Instructor Guide

3v2 Box

Intermediate
4v3 Box – The 4 players on
the perimeter may pass the
ball around the outside.
When the ball moves from
one M to the next M, the
appropriate defender must
come out and play the ball.
The former on-ball defender
and the opposite defender
recover to the middle to
deny a diagonal/skip pass,
as well as be prepared to
pop out in the event the ball
moves to their man. Award
points to the offense if they
can complete a skip pass
and award a point if defense
can knock the ball down or
intercept a pass thru the
middle.

Advanced
5v4 Box – Add 1 M and 1 D
to the box. One defender
must be responsible for the
ball, while the others cover
the middle AND are
prepared to bump out if the
ball is moved to their man.
The overall goal is to
prevent a pass to the middle
or diagonal/skip pass.
Award the offense a point if
they can complete a pass to
the middle or a skip pass.
Award the defense a point if
they knockdown or
intercept skip passes or
passes into the middle M.

Off Ball Role
Extend/Recover- Extend out to the man
receiving the ball and recover to the middle
when the ball is passed away.
Ball Side/Goal Side – position themselves so
that they are on the ball side and goal side of
their mark.
4v3 Box

5v4 Box
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Learn to Play
Lesson

Rules for Scrimmage

Definition

The rules of the sport of lacrosse are designed to keep play fair and safe for all participants. While the sport
shares the same name for both the Men’s and Women’s game, it is really two very distinct games and should
always be treated as such.

Objective

At the conclusion of this lesson the participant will:

Understand why the rules exist

What the difference is between a personal and technical foul

How the rules affect play of the game

Length of
Lesson

15 Minutes

How to
Teach the
Skill

This is a lecture portion of the clinic. Ideally, throughout your lessons, you have been incorporating the rules as
they pertain to the skill you are teaching. For example, in the cradling/stick protection, and dodging lesson you
may have discussed what Warding is (Men’s Game) or Cradling in the Sphere (Women’s Game) and how these
rules apply to the play of the game. The following rules should be covered to help the attendees have more
complete understanding of the rules, as well as prepare them for the scrimmage time at the end of this clinic.

Men’s Game




Rules for
Scrimmage
Period

Personal Foul – pertain to keeping the game
safe. These are always time serving in
nature. (Ex: slashing, illegal body checking,
unsportsmanlike conduct).
Technical Foul – pertain to the play of the
game and “keeping it moving.” Technical
Fouls may be time serving if the offended
team is in possession of the ball or
possession of the ball is awarded to the
offended team (Ex: off-sides, delay of game,
loose ball push, crease violations).

Women’s Game




Major Fouls - pertain to keeping the game
safe. Begin as free positions with offender
4m behind. Can escalate to cards being
issued with penalty time being served for
repeated violations.
Minor Fouls - pertain to the play of the game
and “keeping it moving.” Begin as free
positions with offender 4m to the side in the
direction from which she was heading. Can
escalate to cards being issued with time
being served for repeated violations.

The following rules are for the scrimmage period of this clinic. Review each with example prior to putting
coaches into the scrimmage portion of the clinic.

Timing – Two (2) Twelve Minute halves with a six minute half time.

6v6 on a shortened field (determined by Instructor) with mandatory substitutions every 3 minutes.
Game is stopped at the 3 minute interval, unless a scoring opportunity is imminent.

Goalies – Neither team shall have a designated goalkeeper or deputy within the goal circle.

Off-sides – There is no on-sides requirement. Players are free to go anywhere.

Starting the game/half or after a goal. The ball shall be awarded to one team to start the play of the
game by coin toss. The other team will receive the ball to start the second half. Restarts after a goal
will begin by the clearing team being given possession of the ball 10 yards laterally to either side of the
goal along the goal line extended.

Obstruction of Free Space (Shooting Space) - a defender outside of 1 stick length from an attacker may
not enter into the attackers free space to goal with any part of the body if the attacker is looking to
and has the opportunity to shoot. Violations will result in a free position for the offended team, 8m
from the goal, with the offending player starting 4m behind the ball.

Checking/Pushing –stick checking or body checking/pushing of any type is not permitted, including
“boxing out.”

Cover – a player may not cover the ball with their stick or any body part so as to withhold it from play.

My Notes
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Learn to Play
Clinic Wrap Up

Upon conclusion of your clinic, there are a few things you should do to help US
Lacrosse, your Chapter, and yourself continue to evolve the programming.
Collect and read the participant evaluation sheets.
Pick one specific goal to work on to improve and grow as an Instructor.
Tell us how your clinic went via:

Additional
Information

Instructor Guide

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/L2pclinic

If at any time you want or need additional ideas for conducting the lessons in
the Learn to Play curriculum, please feel free to reach out to US Lacrosse.
Simply send an email to cep@uslacrosse.org with the title “Learn to Play Lesson
Ideas” and we will be more than happy to help.
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Additional Resources
The US Lacrosse Level 1 Online
Courses build on the information
covered in the Learn to Play clinic
and provide a more in-depth look
at the best practices in coaching.
The Level 1 courses are FREE to all
members and can be accessed at
uslacrossecourses.com

Want more drills? Want to organize a practice plan? Check
out the US Lacrosse Mobile Coach app. This app is
available for both iOS and Android operating systems and is
available for free to all US Lacrosse members. Download
the app today and register your account at
uslmobilecoach.com

uslacrosse.org

